A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE

Gathering and disseminating content

- On-Campus strategic cooperation: E-learning, publishing and computing services, research areas...
- Off-Campus personal, professional and institutional cooperation
- Repository network: Hispana, Recolecta, Driver, Europeana...
Collect the contents to serve our community

Clear and coherent collection policies

- Well defined set of goals
- Good documentation is the tool
- Standardised file and collection naming scheme
- Curation micro-services: Namaste, md5, replication, JHOVE, BagIt...
- Persistent URLs
- Usage statistics

Low ceremony project management

- Project management application (from DrProject to Redmine)
- Personalised project analysis
- Librarian staff support

Contents first
Flexibility second
Via multiple agreements

We speak your language

- Multiple output formats: BibTeX, MARC, MARCXML, DC, EndNote, NLM, RefWorks, METS...
- Multilingual interface
- Fast response time, we don’t keep you waiting
- Data upload: powerful set of tools for bulk data loading, web submission system, OAI-PMH (harvester & server)

Requirements change all the time

- Flexible collections structure (from 70 to 210 collections in 5 years)
- Handling articles, journals, books, theses, photos, videos... (near 63,000 records)
- Hardware scalability (25 TB at present)
- Increasing number of people involved (14 staff members, of which 9 FTEs)
- Improved visibility, over 2 milions visits in 2010

ddd.uab.cat